
USING THE VERSITLE SLINGSHOT by Roger Urbaniak 

My first slingshot was made from a forked branch, a piece of cut leather and rubber from an inner tube.  

It wasn’t very accurate of powerful, but it gave me something to play with and practice with until my 

shooting of small pebbles occasionally actually hit what I was aiming at. I made smaller versions with 

just a forked stick and rubber band that proved more accurate, but could not provide the punch that I 

wanted to actually shoot at small quarry.   

Today’s version of slingshot is far more powerful and accurate, lending itself to numerous applications. 

Many years ago, I used a somewhat primitive but still modern slingshot and pebble from my driveway to 

ambush a crow that had decided to peck at bugs on my roof at 5 AM for days on end.  The crow had 

plenty of buddies who occasionally joined in at pecking on my roof. Early one morning I crept out on my 

deck and let loose my pebble just as a crow exposed itself on the edge of the roof.  My pebble amazingly 

hit the crow square in the chest temporarily knocking the wind out of it. The crow managed a short 

wobbling flight to a nearby branch and rested there for several hours before flying off.  It was over five 

years before I noticed even a single crow near my yard.  I put my slingshot away then and only recently 

returned to its use. 

Our back yard is in the city but on a ravine with a small stream and lots of trees and wildlife. My wife 

spent considerable time and money putting together an intricate, large garden with a huge variety of 

flowers that always seem to be in bloom.  When one flower dies out, another pops up to keep the yard 

cheery all year.  Recently deer, rabbits, rats, raccoons and squirrels have taken turns trying to dig up or 

eat a variety of our more colorful flowers, especially tulips and lilies.  Since using a bow and arrow would 

have gotten me in trouble with the law, I once again turned to the use of a slingshot and it works.   

For less than $10, I acquired a wrist rocket with powerful surgical tubing already assembled with a 

leather ammo pouch and metal brace to help steady the slingshot as the band was drawn back.  Small 

inexpensive steel shot as ammo was readily available for purchase too.  It took very little time to get 

pretty good at shooting it and finally my opportunity to deal with the local deer raiding our garden 

came. As deer came into the yard, instead of yelling and temporarily chasing them off, I grabbed my 

slingshot and launched marbles and/or steel shot towards the deer.  Each time I hit an animal, it would 

jump and take off with classical leaps.  It may be too late for this year’s tulips, but our garden now gets 

avoided so our future crops should fare much better.  Raccoons, rats and squirrels have begun to spend 

more time in other parts of the neighborhood too.  The crows and I have made peace however, as they 

have found carpenter ants on the property to dine on and thereby earned their right to stay.   

Now that the intruders have left, I have begun to set up a target range for my slingshot.  It is getting to 

be lots of fun as I wait for the next intruder.  You may wish to try a slingshot yourself? -but you may wish 

to leave the crows alone?   

 


